
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Ashburton Racing Club Date: Friday, 24th July 2015 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead (5) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J McLaughlin (Chairman), N McIntyre , L Tidmarsh 
Typist: C McMullan 

 
 

GENERAL: 
Nil 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: 
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: GOODTAGO, RIVERTAINE COUP, METALWORKER, RAPT N RED, PINZANO, FASTFOOT, COURT 

ORDER, KODEMA 
 

Suspensions: Race 3 L Callaway (METALWORKER) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Careless riding 1000 metres – Suspended 25 July - 8 August 
(inclusive) - 3 riding days and Fined $250 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race 2 D Walsh (STORMY LASS) 
[Rule 330(3)(c)] – Unable to make contracted weight – Fined $100 
 

Warnings: Race 2 C Johnson (RIVERTAINE COUP) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Shifting ground 300 metres 

  3 T Moseley (LORD BEAVER)  
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Shifting ground 50 metres 
 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Nil   

Medical Certificates: K Williams – Medical clearance received 
 

Rider Changes: Race 2 STORMY LASS – S Collett replaced D Walsh (overweight) 

  4 D’ELLIS – B Murray replaced R Cuneen (injured) 

  5 PERCY POSSUM – B Murray replaced R Cuneen 

  6 CHAPEL STAR – C Barnes replaced R Cuneen 

  7 EYES WIDE SHUT – B Murray replaced R Cuneen 

  8 MR COSTA CUGAT – R Myers replaced R Cuneen 
 

Late Scratchings: Race 2 RORIPPA – at 11.30 am on veterinary advice 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 ASHBURTON RACEWAY FUNCTION CENTRE MAIDEN (1200m) 

SHE’S GALVANISED underwent a prerace veterinary inspection at the barriers and was cleared to race. 
SHE’S GALVANISED began awkwardly and got back. 
STACEY shifted in on jumping, making contact with LOCHAN ORA. 



LOCHAN ORA raced wide in the early stages. 
STACEY raced wide in the early and middle stages. 
EMERGENCY CALL shifted inwards passing the 220 metres when under pressure. 
MYSTIFY ME brushed with EMERGENCY CALL, which had continued to shift inwards, inside the final 50 metres. 
 

Race 2 VICTORY LIME RATING 75 (1200m) 

RORIPPA was a late scratching at 11.30 am on veterinary advice after being kicked in the float enroute to the track. 
Rider D Walsh was unable to make the contracted weight on STORMY LASS he was replaced by S Collett.  D Walsh was 
fined $100 under Rule 330(3)(c). 
SOMETHINGS BURNING was slow to begin. 
VITESSE ROSE blundered on jumping. 
RIVERTAINE COUP got its head up when being restrained in the early stages. 
STORMY LASS raced wide throughout. 
IRONWORKER raced fiercely throughout. 
RIVERTAINE COUP (C Johnson) shifted outwards near the 300 metres and hampered STORMY LASS which had to steady. 
Rider C Johnson was warned under Rule 638(1)(d). 
IRONWORKER became awkwardly placed on the heels of RIPPLE passing the 200 metres and had to steady for a short 
distance. 
 

Race 3 PAUL SUMMERFIELD PLUMBING MAIDEN (1200m) 

LORD BEAVER began awkwardly. 
ZAH GOOD ONE was buffeted shortly after the start.  
OAKURA and REYNEN ROSE both raced wide in the early stages. 
YOUR HONOUR was steadied passing the 1000 metres when placed in restricted room to the inside of METALWORKER (L 
Callaway) which shifted inwards. Shortly thereafter DEESSE DE LA MODE (B Murray) which was in restricted room tight to 
the inside of YOUR HONOUR (S Collett) made contact with I AM NOT (R Bishop), resulting in severe buffeting to LORD 
BEAVER (T Moseley) and PENNY PERFECT (R Cuneen). As a result R Cuneen was dislodged from PENNY PERFECT near the 
950 metres. I AM NOT continued to over race for some distance. R Cuneen was transferred to hospital and discharged. 
L Callaway defended a breach of Rule 638(1)(d) in that he shifted ground when insufficiently clear. After hearing evidence 
the JCA upheld the charge and suspended L Callaway’s licence to ride at race meetings for 3 days effective 25 July to 8 
August inclusive and imposed a fine of $250.  
ITS NO SECRET commenced to lay outwards from the 600 metres. 
ZAH GOOD ONE improved wide from the 550 metres. 
LORD BEAVER attempted a marginal run to the outside of BACKHAND passing the 400 metres and made contact with 
METALWORKER. 
OAKURA was held up in the early stages of the home straight before shifting wider to obtain clear running. 
YOUR HONOUR was steadied at the 50 metres when LORD BEAVER (T Moseley) shifted out under a hard ride. Rider T 
Moseley was issued with a warning under Rule 638(1)(d).  
 

Race 4 TREMBATH PLUMBING/CHERI TREMBATH RACE STABLE MAIDEN (2100m) 

PERFECT SECRET was slow to begin. 
JAMIE LEE began awkwardly. 
JAMIE LEE was placed in restricted room momentarily passing the 1800 metres when D’ELLIS shifted inwards. 
D’ELLIS raced wide from the 1700 metres. 
LOYALLE ISSY raced wide from the 1400 metres. 
D’ELLIS faltered passing the 1100 metres and was retired from the event. D’ELLIS was attended to by the on-course 
veterinarian and as a result of having suffered a broken left hind cannon bone was humanly euthanased. 
HIGH COMMISSIONER improved forward passing the 900 metres. 
INDIAN BURT improved wide from the 700 metres. 
LOCATION lay outwards passing the 300 metres with the rider swapping whip hands. 
 

Race 5 RURAL TRANSPORT RATING 65 (1400m) 

DIAMOND EDGE and POPP ‘N LINDAUER came together on jumping and made firm contact. 
PERCY POSSUM shifted in on jumping, dictating KEVILDO inwards which resulted in HARMONIZE being buffeted against 
PINZANO and losing ground as a result. 
MAGGIE’S SECRET raced wide in the early stages. 
SETARIME commenced to over race for a short distance passing the 1100 metres. 
GILD THE LILY was steadied passing the 1000 metres after becoming awkwardly placed on heels. 
PERCY POSSUM was obliged to race three wide without cover from the 900 metres. 
CARMEN SANDIEGO made the bend near the 700 metres awkwardly. 
PERCY POSSUM (B Murray) shifted ground passing the 250 metres and inconvenienced POPP ‘N LINDAUER for a distance. 



POPP ‘N LINDAUER shifted ground outwards passing the 150 metres to obtain clear running. Rider B Murray was advised to 
exercise greater care in future. 
 

Race 6 ROBBIES BAR & BISTRO OPEN HANDICAP (1400m) 

SILHOUETTE NOIRE and GOTTAGETMYWOOHOO came together and bumped on leaving the barriers, with SILHOUETTE 
NOIRE getting back as a result. 
GOTTAGETMYWOOHOO over raced in the early and middle stages when being restrained.  
ROCKAHOY raced wide throughout. 
 

Race 7 ASHBURTON MSA LIQUOR CENTRE MAIDEN (1600m) 

SETYOURSPIRITFREE underwent a prerace veterinary inspection at the barriers and was cleared to race. 
EYES WIDE SHUT began awkwardly and got back. 
IN HER WAKE and SHE’S RIVETING began awkwardly. 
ELUSIVE FLIRT raced wide throughout. 
SETYOURSPIRITFREE had to steady for a short distance passing the 400 metres when awkwardly placed on the heels of 
CAFE NOIR. 
EYES WIDE SHUT (B Murray) shifted outwards to obtain clear running passing the 300 metres and made firm contact with 
IN HER WAKE.  Rider B Murray was advised to exercise greater care. 
OPIHI RANGER underwent a postrace veterinary inspection after becoming distressed at the tie-ups which revealed a slow 
recovery rate. 
 

Race 8 HAPPY RETIREMENT ROB FIELDER RATING 75 (1600m) 

Due to no suitable apprentice being available, approval was granted for R Myers to replace R Cuneen as the rider of MR 
COSTA CUGAT. 
KODEMA underwent a prerace veterinary inspection at the barriers and was cleared to race. 
DOMINIO was very slow to begin. 
DO UNO WHOIAM and CODY CAT came together shortly after jumping and jostled for a short distance. 
ABSOLUTION raced wide throughout. 
LIGHTNING LUCY gave ground from the 800 metres.  
MR COSTA CUGAT hung inwards under pressure through the early stages of the final straight and had to be straightened. 
KODEMA which returned to the birdcage with blood present in both nostrils underwent a prerace veterinary inspection 
which revealed a laceration to the tongue. 
 

 


